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•  Its first goal is to provide easy-to-use I&M services for 
experimenters, who are deploying slices in GENI on selected 
types of servers, VMs and racks, interconnected by various 
types of network paths. 

•  Its second goal is to provide comprehensive infrastructure 
measurement services for infrastructure operators, who are 
deploying measurement slices on selected types of servers, 
VMs and racks, interconnected by a various types of network 
paths. In addition, slices established by other infrastructure 
operators, or by experimenters, can be authorized to gather 
data from the measurement slices. 

•  This project will build and operate two persistent services: the 
GENI Measurement Data Archive service (i.e., iRODs) and the 
GENI Experimenter Portal Service. These can be utilized by all 
types of GENI I&M services, including those developed in the 
GEMINI project. The GENI Experimenter Portal Service will be 
developed in cooperation with the GEMINI project, to support 
both GIMI and GEMINI tools. 

Abstract: This project will develop and deploy the GIMI 
instrumentation and measurement framework, capable of supporting 
the needs of both GENI experimenters and GENI infrastructure 
operators. It uses the ORBIT Measurement Library (OML) and 
integrated Rule Oriented Data System (iRODS) as its basis. It will 
provide libraries to instrument resources, to filter and process 
measurement flows, and to consume measurement flows. It will use 
the iRODS data grid for archiving and further processing. It will 
include access control based on accepted GENI policy and 
authorization mechanisms. 
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Node options supported:

 a)  servers, at some sites
 b)  VMs, at all sites
      OpenStack, with NEuca
        
c)  Many images
     from “ImageProxy” web server

d)  barebones images 
     use wget to load, past boot
     debian 6G – 10G (file system
     size)
     centos
     ubuntu
     red hat
     sparse images (room to load
     via wget)

e)  custom images with app
     node with OML clients for:     
     basic host;  ping;  iperf
     OML server, with presentation
  GENI AM API  

   (for all ORCA/ExoGENI sites)
acquire resources
load image/software (option 1)
setup connectivity 
   (including inter-site)
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FLUKES can be used as an 
alternative to OMNI to 
acquire resources, etc.

Then, OMNI can retrieve the 
manifest in GENI rspec.


